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Program Consultant
Hourly Consultant Position | Remote
Start date: Immediate, flexible schedule

Tuesday’s Children, has spent over 22 years working with more than 50,000 individuals impacted by the Tuesday,
September 11, 2001 tragedy, post-9/11 military losses, global terrorism, mass violence and widescale traumatic loss.
Tuesday's Children fosters community among families and provides programs and services designed to help them
move forward in their lives. Tuesday's Children has garnered the families' trust while gaining an intimate understanding
of the problems and realities in the days, months and years after a tragedy. Armed with this knowledge, we are able to
address the unique challenges families and children face at every stage of their journey through grief.

Tuesday’s Children seeks an hourly consultant to support the program team in the evolution of programs and services.
This position is remote. Scheduling is flexible and dependent on organizational needs and the professional’s schedule.
The opportunity is incremental in that we will work with the chosen consultant to have various stages for the project. The
role would involved research, existing knowledge of the landscape and engagement with staff for refinement. This
consultant would provide a report in two blocks of engagement:

Resource Expansion (estimated at 30-50 hours)
Build a directory list for all those registered and to be registered with TC including but not limited to individuals,
schools, families, families of the fallen, Blue Star families, etc. Using existing directors, culling what is important and
curating an edition which is bespoke to Tuesday’s Children.
Generate resource categories and offerings based on the unmet needs of the community 
Support www.tuesdayschildrenheals.org initiative by curating these lists

Retreat Assessment (estimated at 50 hours)
Create a landscape analysis of what retreats are happening at other GS/Military/911 organizations by locating them
and providing a qualitative assessment
Determine gaps in programs and where opportunities exist
Source funding ideas such as grantors

The consultant should be available to start immediately with an end date of December 1st, 2024 or earlier if project is
completed.

The hourly rate for this position is $50 an hour.

Interested candidates should send their resume and cover letter to Sara Wingerath-Schlanger, Senior Director, 
sara@tuesdayschildren.org. Candidate must put “Application for Program Consultant” in the subject line for consideration.
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